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THE PROBLEM

As a means of better understanding the role of the vestibular organs in relation to ataxic responses to prolonged rotation, two contrasting groups of subjects were studied to: 1) determine quantitatively to what extent two visually-enhanced postural equilibrium test performances of labyrinthine defective subjects (L-D's) on a single rail of optimum difficulty become disturbed along the time axis of rotation (Experiment A), and 2) compare the performances of these L-D subjects with those of normal subjects in terms of postrotation effects as studied with a new standardized ataxia test battery (Experiment B).

FINDINGS

Rotation-induced ataxia was superimposed to an appreciable extent upon the previously present and characteristic vestibular ataxia in the L-D subjects (Exp. A), and upon cessation of rotation (Exp. B), there were significant decrements on all Test Battery performances of the normal group, whereas in the L-D group significant decrements were observed only on the two visually-enhanced tests. Other findings, which were considered tentative, are discussed in terms of several unresolved methodological problems in such experiments.
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INTRODUCTION

That postural difficulties occur in the Pensacola Slow Rotation Room (1,4,5,9,10,14) and other rotating environments (21-23) is well documented. They are a direct result of the gyroscopic torques and changing G forces which occur as one moves his head and body relative to these rotating platforms. There is evidence that postural performances improve with massed* exposure (9) and that this improvement is related to vestibular adaptation as indicated by a similar reduction in: 1) nystagmus (11-13), 2) the Coriolis Illusion (9-17), and 3) vestibular sickness symptomatology (1,3-5,7-9,15,17). Upon the cessation of rotation, which was sufficient in duration to permit such adaptation, subjects have experienced postadaptation effects which were characterized by: 1) a reversal in the direction of the Coriolis Illusion (4,7,9,17), 2) nystagmus of opposite sense (10,11), 3) slight vestibular sickness symptomatology (1,4,9,17), and 4) pronounced postural disequilibrium (1,4,5,9,14,17). With the possible exception of the postural difficulties, these changes were less pronounced upon cessation of rotation than during the onset period (immediately to some forty-eight hours following) of rotation.

The opportunity to throw more light on the contributions of the vestibular apparatus to adaptation and postadaptation processes was occasioned by a larger study (4) which involved two separate runs of equal duration on the new Pensacola Slow Rotation Room (Coriolis Acceleration Platform, CAP, otherwise referred to as SRR II). In the first, four vestibular (labyrinthine) normal subjects were exposed to constant rotation for twelve days at a speed of 10 RPM and in the second, four labyrinthine defective (L-D) subjects were similarly exposed.

Our purpose was two-fold: 1) to determine quantitatively to what extent the postural equilibrium test performances of L-D subjects on a single rail of optimum difficulty become disturbed at the onset of rotation, during rotation, and upon cessation of rotation (Experiment A); and 2) to compare the L-D subjects with normal subjects in terms of effects of cessation of rotation upon postural equilibrium performances as studied by means of a new standardized ataxia test battery (6) (Experiment B). Advantages which attend the utilization of the standardized Test Battery (Short Version) include the comparability of varying rotation effects (1,3-5,9,14,22) with a wide range of other novel experimental conditions and influences upon postural performances (6,24) within and between auricular normals and within auricular involved individuals.

APPARATUS AND METHOD

SUBJECTS

The eight subjects of this investigation are described in detail elsewhere (4). The four normal subjects ranged in age from 22-25 years and were recent graduates of the Naval Academy awaiting assignment as student aviators. They presented evidence of --

*Casual observation of the performances of the various experimenters who have long been involved in these studies indicates that improvement occurs with distributed exposure as well.
normal functioning labyrinths as indicated by nonsignificant histories of auricular difficulties; normal responses to counterrolling (20), to threshold caloric testing (19), and audiometric evaluation; and their initial postural equilibrium test performances were average, or better.

The four L-D subjects were 27, 28, 33, and 51 years in age and are part of a larger group of L-D's who have participated regularly in the vestibular research program of this laboratory (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 16, 20). In the main, labyrinthine function was absent or unlikely in these subjects. A complete description of all of the clinical findings appears in a separate report (4).

CORIOLIS ACCELERATION PLATFORM (CAP)

This is a circular, windowless room driven by an electric torque motor. It is 20 feet in diameter and capable of accommodating six to ten subjects for periods of two weeks and longer (4).

During each twelve-day rotation period two or three stops for supplies were necessary each day. The subjects immobilized their heads during these stops in order to preserve their adaptation (1, 4, 9, 17).

POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM TESTS

Experiment A

The apparatus consisted simply of a wooden rail 3 inches wide and 80 inches long selected from a prestandardized version of a new quantitative ataxia test battery (6). Selection of this particular rail was based on several years' experience in testing and retesting on as many as ten daily occasions a number of L-D (these men included) and normal subjects alike on several rails of varying widths under static conditions (6), as well as the testing of several other normal subjects exposed briefly to varying RPM's (2-10 RPM in 2 RPM step-increases) in the Pensacola SRR I.* Thus this rail was well-known to be the narrowest on which most of these L-D subjects (with the exception of HA) attained, with practice, maximum success, i.e., perfect scores.

Two tests were performed on the 3" wide rail (shoes were not removed):

Walking Test. With eyes open, subjects were required to take five heel-to-toe steps (in addition to the first two steps which were not scored) in an arms-folded-against-chest, and body erect position. The best two out of three trials constituted the scoring method. If the criterion of 5 (steps) was not met on either of two trials, a third trial was given. A perfect, or maximum, score consisted of 10 (steps).

Standing Test. With eyes open, while in the same stringent feet heel-to-toe, arms-folded-against-chest, and body erect position, subjects stood on the rail, for a maximum period of 60 seconds per trial. The best two out of three trials were summed for a total score. A perfect score consisted of 120 (seconds).

To investigate the possibility that postural disturbances might be related to varied positions in the room, both the Walking and Standing tests were performed: 1) radially inward from the periphery, 2) radially inward across center, and 3) chord-wise against rotation.

Experiment B

The standardized Test Battery (Short Version)* was administered. The apparatus, administration, and scoring procedures are described fully in the Appendix.

Shoes were not removed for the test series. During both the pre- and postrotation periods all subjects undertook each of the three distinct postural tests comprising the Test Battery in the following sequence: 1) Walking with eyes open on a 3/4" wide rail (Walk H/T Test), 2) Standing with eyes open on the 3/4" wide rail (Stand E/O Test), and 3) Standing with eyes closed on a 2-1/4" wide rail (Stand E/C Test). (See Figures in the Appendix.)

RESULTS

EXPERIMENT A

Test performance differences as a function of varied positions of the rail in the room and the direction of the subjects relative to the center of rotation (radially inward from the periphery, radially inward across center, and chord-wise against rotation) were not statistically significant at an acceptable level#, and thus all scores were summed and averaged to indicate general Walking and Standing test performance levels along the time axis. The individual results so obtained are shown in Figure 1 (Walking Test) and in Figure 2 (Standing Test).

*A Long Version, which employs six rails of varying widths, from which the Short Version evolved, was designed for similar usage and was described fully with the Short Version in a previous publication (6).

#The tests were administered in the order of mention above. Best to poorest performances were, in most cases, found to be in the reverse order and undoubtedly reflected uncontrolled-for order effects.
Figure 1
Individual Walking Test Performances of Four L-T-D Subjects on a 3-inch Wide Rail Along the Time Axis of Rotation
Figure 2: Individual Standing Test Performances of Four L-D Subjects on a 3-inch Wide Rail Along the Time Axis of Rotation.
The Walking performances of the L-D’s were interrupted considerably both at the onset and at the cessation of rotation, and improvement (adaptation) perrotation was markedly delayed. The individual variance was small, which suggests a generalized perrotation effect upon this particular performance. Perfect scores were attained intermittently from the fourth day of rotation onward, and by the eleventh to twelfth day all four L-D subjects attained perfect scores. On the first day postrotation their performances declined to about the same levels as were observed at onset of rotation, and three days later the performances recovered to baseline levels.

Inter-subject variability of the Standing test performances of these subjects (Figure 2) was somewhat greater than that found for the Walking test. Three L-D subjects recovered their prerotation levels of performance by the seventh to eleventh day perrotation, and the remaining L-D (HA) never regained his previous perfect score. All four demonstrated a marked decrement in performance immediately upon cessation of rotation. Two subjects (GR and MY) regained their prerotation levels within three and four days postrotation, respectively. The remaining two had not yet recovered to their prerotation levels within 72 hours postrotation (Day 4).

Generally, the L-D group met the challenge of recovering their Walking and Standing test performances during rotation and shortly following cessation of rotation amidst appreciable decrements incurred both at the onset and at the cessation of the prolonged rotation. Both during and following rotation, group recovery of Standing performance was more delayed than the recovery of Walking performance, whereas both the perrotation and immediate postrotation effects in this group were greater in terms of Walking test performance than in terms of Standing test performance.

EXPERIMENT B

Normal Subjects

The variance calculated for each of the three postural equilibrium test performances of this group of four subjects did not differ significantly (by F Test) from the variance of a normative sample of 340 males in the age range of 17–42, and the individual scores on each of the tests fell well within the average range of the normative sample. Accordingly, group mean performance differences from the normative group lacked statistical significance (by t test) and, to this extent, the subjects of this experiment were considered to be representative.

The tests comprising the Test Battery were not equated as to difficulty; so, a strict assessment of the differential sensitivity of the tests to the prolonged rotation was not possible. But because each subject acted as his own control, between- and within-subject comparisons were made (Table I). Also, the data were grouped to determine rotational effects upon postural equilibrium in terms of averages (Table II).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Periods</th>
<th>Walk H/T</th>
<th>Stand E/O</th>
<th>Stand E/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre- (Baseline)</td>
<td>BO 14 15 EV 9 13 LU 13</td>
<td>BO 42 98 EV 27 36 LU 36</td>
<td>BO 122 EV 168 LU 44 SP 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-I (Immediate)</td>
<td>BO 4 0 EV 7 3 LU 3</td>
<td>BO 10 11 EV 15 36 LU 36</td>
<td>BO 11 17 EV 11 15 LU 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-II (24 hrs.)</td>
<td>BO 10 9 EV 8 6 LU 6</td>
<td>BO 14 20 EV 13 24 LU 24</td>
<td>BO 23 21 EV 33 11 LU 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-III (48 hrs.)</td>
<td>BO 10 11 EV 15 10 LU 10</td>
<td>BO 26 44 EV 24 32 LU 32</td>
<td>BO 95 63 EV 64 32 LU 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-IV (72 hrs.)</td>
<td>BO 15* EV 13 LU 14 LU 14 SP 15</td>
<td>BO 15 13 EV 29 21 LU 21</td>
<td>BO 180 129 EV 108 51 LU 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-V (96 hrs.)</td>
<td>BO 15 EV 6 LU 15 SP 15</td>
<td>BO 13 18 EV 40 27 LU 27</td>
<td>BO 180 120 EV 91 97 LU 97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Underlined scores represent recovery, or virtual recovery, to prerotation performance levels.
Table II

Mean Differences Between Pre- and Postrotation Test Battery (Short Version) Performance Scores in a Group of Four Normal Male Subjects Rotated Twelve Days at 10 RPM in the SRR II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Battery (Short Version)</th>
<th>Pre- &amp; Post-I</th>
<th>Pre- &amp; Post-II</th>
<th>Pre- &amp; Post-III</th>
<th>Pre- &amp; Post-IV</th>
<th>Pre- &amp; Post-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walk H/T</td>
<td>- 9.3**</td>
<td>- 4.6*</td>
<td>- 1.3</td>
<td>+ 1.5</td>
<td>- 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand E/O</td>
<td>- 32.8**</td>
<td>- 33.1**</td>
<td>-19.3</td>
<td>-31.3*</td>
<td>-26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand E/C</td>
<td>-114.0**</td>
<td>-106.5**</td>
<td>-65.0</td>
<td>-11.5</td>
<td>- 6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P < .04, by U test
** P < .02

The individual prerotation and the serial postrotation performance scores are shown in Table I. For convenience the test periods are identified as: prerotation (baseline); post-I (immediately after rotation), post-II (24 hours after rotation), post-III (48 hours after rotation), and post-IV (72 hours after rotation). Three of the subjects (SP excepted) recovered to their baseline performance levels between 24 hours and 72 hours following cessation of rotation. Generally, in these three subjects, recoverability of Walk H/T (Walking with eyes open on the 3/4" wide rail) performance was delayed longest (72 hours), which is a finding of interest inasmuch as the Walk H/T Test typically (in normal environments) has been found to be less difficult than the Stand E/O (Standing with eyes open on the 3/4" wide rail) and Stand E/C (Standing with eyes closed on the 2-1/4" wide rail tests)(6). The fourth subject (SP) recovered his Walk H/T and Stand E/O performances somewhat sooner (24 hours, and immediately, respectively), whereas his Stand E/C Test performance fell short of recovery even as late as 96 hours postrotation. This subject's prolonged recoverability of Stand E/C performance is analogous to the finding of incomplete recovery at 72 hours postrotation reported for three of the four subjects in a previous experiment (9) who rotated at 10 RPM for twelve days in the Pensacola SRR I.

As a group, recovery, or virtual recovery, of all Test Battery (Short Version) performances from the standpoint of statistical significance (Table II) was evidenced within forty-eight hours postrotation (post-III period). Recovery of all (except Stand E/O) test performances progressed through the post-V period. The mean "regression" of Stand E/O performance observed in the post-IV and post-V periods is a result of the inclusion of the scores of two subjects whose motivation appeared less than optimum during these particular test periods.
Labyrinthine Defective Subjects

As with the normals, comparisons were made within and between subjects (Table III), and also the data were grouped to determine the rotation effects upon postural equilibrium in this highly select group in terms of averages (Table IV).

It should be noted that the baseline (prerotation) scores of the L-D's on each of the tests fell in a range appreciably below that of the four normal subjects, and that, in comparison with the normative samples, their scores fell at the 1st percentile level. Yet, even in this relatively very low scoring group, the immediate postrotation performances generally fell below prerotation performance levels. All four L-D subjects performed below their prerotation levels on the Stand E/O Test; three of them recovered within twenty-four hours; the fourth subject recovered within forty-eight hours. Three of the L-D's (GR excepted) were similarly affected on the Walk H/T Test, whereas only two (HA and LA) were similarly affected on the Stand E/C Test. Thus, on an individual basis, Walk H/T and Stand E/O performances were most affected (about equally) and Stand E/C performance was least affected by the rotation.

The L-D subjects, as a group, showed (Table IV) from a statistically significant standpoint, more distinct hierarchical postural equilibrium functioning (ataxic) effects of the rotation than were shown on an individual basis. Walk H/T performance was most affected (recovered within 48 hours), Stand E/O performance was second most affected (recovered within 24 hours), and Stand E/C performance was least (not in the least) affected by the rotation.

The individual and mean score* comparisons of the normal group with the L-D group in terms of recoverability of postural equilibrium functioning to prerotation levels following the equivalent, prolonged rotation are summarized in Table V, and may be stated as follows:

a) Walk H/T Test - On an individual basis, time for recovery ranged from 24-72 hours in the normals and from 0-48 hours, or somewhat earlier, in the L-D's. In terms of averages, both groups recovered at about the same time, or within 48 hours of cessation of rotation. Generally, the L-D subjects recovered their Walk H/T performances slightly sooner than did the normal subjects.

b) Stand E/O Test - On an individual basis, time for recovery ranged from 0-48 hours in the normal subjects and from 24-48 hours in the L-D's. In terms of averages, the normal group recovered within 48 hours, whereas the L-D group recovered a day earlier, or within 24 hours.

*Mean scores refer here to within-group mean differences between pre- and postrotation performances.
Table III
Pre- and Postrotation Test Battery (Short Version) Scores of Four L-D Subjects Rotated Twelve Days at 10 RPM in the SRR II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Periods</th>
<th>Walk H/T</th>
<th>Stand E/O</th>
<th>Stand E/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GR HA LA MY</td>
<td>GR HA LA MY</td>
<td>GR HA LA MY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre- (Baseline)</td>
<td>6 5 6 7</td>
<td>13 6 8 8</td>
<td>7 6 10 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-1 (Immediate)</td>
<td>5* 3 4 3</td>
<td>5 4 4 6</td>
<td>9 4 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-II (24 hrs.)</td>
<td>3 4 5 5</td>
<td>10 4 7 7</td>
<td>7 10 5 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-III (48 hrs.)</td>
<td>9 7 3 6</td>
<td>6 7 6 8</td>
<td>7 9 10 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-IV (72 hrs.)</td>
<td>7 6 4 5</td>
<td>7 4 6 6</td>
<td>10 6 7 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Underlined scores represent recovery, or virtual recovery to prerotation performance levels.

Table IV
Mean Differences Between Pre- and Postrotation Test Battery (Short Version) Performance Scores in a Group of Four L-D Subjects Rotated Twelve Days at 10 RPM in the SRR II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Battery (Short Version)</th>
<th>Pre- &amp; Post-I</th>
<th>Pre- &amp; Post-II</th>
<th>Pre- &amp; Post-III</th>
<th>Pre- &amp; Post-IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walk H/T</td>
<td>-2.2*</td>
<td>-1.7*</td>
<td>+0.3</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand E/O</td>
<td>-4.0*</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand E/C</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>+0.7</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p .08, by U test (2-tailed)
Table V
Comparison of Normals with L-D's in Recovery, from Rotation, of Test Battery (Short Version) Performances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Battery (Short Version)</th>
<th>Four Normals Mean</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Four L-D's Mean</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walk H/T</td>
<td>48 hrs.</td>
<td>24 hrs. - 72 hrs.</td>
<td>48 hrs.</td>
<td>0 hrs. - 48 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand E/O</td>
<td>48 hrs.</td>
<td>0 hrs. - 48 hrs.</td>
<td>24 hrs.</td>
<td>24 hrs. - 48 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand E/C</td>
<td>48 hrs.</td>
<td>48 hrs. - &gt;96 hrs.</td>
<td>0 hrs.</td>
<td>0 hrs. - 48 hrs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c) Stand E/C Test - On an individual basis, time for recovery ranged from 48 hours to beyond 96 hours in the normals, and from 0-48 hours in the L-D's. In terms of averages, the normal group recovered within 48 hours, whereas the L-D group recovered immediately, or some 48 hours sooner than did the normal group.

Generally, the normals, as a group, showed no statistically significant hierarchical postural equilibrium performance test effects; i.e., the group performances on the Test Battery (Short Version) recovered uniformly within 48 hours. In contrast, the L-D subjects as a group did show nearly statistically significant hierarchical postural equilibrium functioning (ataxic) effects; i.e., recovery took place within forty-eight hours on the Walk H/T Test, within twenty-four hours on the Stand E/O Test, and immediately on the Stand E/C Test.

DISCUSSION

Insofar as the Walking and Standing tests employed in Experiment A served as an "index" of visually-enhanced postural equilibrium functioning, the first aim of this inquiry was fulfilled. Substantial decrements in postural equilibrium functioning so defined were observed in four L-D subjects following the onset and cessation of rotation, and the recovery of this functioning during continuous rotation was delayed appreciably, while postrotation recovery occurred more rapidly.
To the extent that these L-D subjects are presumed to be lacking in vestibular functioning*, this finding provokes the suggestion that the bizarre stimulation encountered in the rotating environment produced an ataxia of nonvestibular origin and aggravated, probably via proprioceptive mechanisms primarily, the characteristic adventitiously produced vestibular ataxia previously present in these individuals. However, in addition to the problem of defining "complete" vestibular loss, the major methodological difficulty of differentiating vestibular ataxia from other forms of ataxia by means of prevailing postural equilibrium (or ataxia) test procedures begs the question of whether or not the vestibular apparatus may indeed be considered nonessential for the ataxia generated by the rotation.

Implication of the vestibular apparatus as the source of differential sensitivity to prolonged rotation was suggested less equivocally by the findings in these L-D subjects that, compared to vestibular intact individuals, they were free of motion sickness symptomatology (5,8,16) and biochemical changes (4,18). Nevertheless, while present results demonstrate clearly that these L-D subjects who were ataxic# to begin with were made even more so by physical forces peculiar to rotating platforms acting on the body, they do not necessarily indicate, but merely suggest, that the vestibular apparatus is nonessential for the rotation-generated ataxia observed.

Experiment A would have been more complete if: 1) standing with eyes closed performances had been studied for comparisons with the two visually-enhanced performances, and 2) a rail of equivalent difficulty (1-1/4 inches wide) for normals had been used with the four normal subjects for comparison of results with the L-D group. With such an approach it would be of considerable interest to compare L-D subjects with normals in terms of: 1) the onset of rotation effects, 2) rates of adaptation to rotation, 3) immediate postrotation effects, and 4) postrotation rates of recoverability.

The comparison of the L-D's with the normals in terms of at least two of these effects along the time axis, viz., immediate postrotation effects and postrotation recoverability, was accomplished to some extent in Experiment B.

In Experiment B the Walk H/T and Stand E/O performances of the L-D group immediately following the cessation of rotation showed significant decrements from prerotation performance levels, which was a finding in parallel with the findings in Experiment A. The relative differences between the two experiments in the magnitude of the decrements shown could not be strictly compared, however, because of major apparatus differences (3" wide rail in Exp. A versus 3/4" wide rail in Exp. B) and, thereby, differences in the levels of performance difficulty. Utilization of the Test Battery (Short Version) *

*In the absence, as yet, of definitive vestibular functional tests, "complete losses" may only be presumed.

#Ataxia is defined here only in terms of the relatively poor performance levels of L-D's compared to the considerably higher levels of performances characteristic of vestibular normal individuals on the particular tests utilized.
during rotation as well as following rotation in future experiments would enable within-group comparability of magnitude effects and should prove interesting for relating to effects at other crucial periods along the time axis of rotation. Such procedure, moreover, would enable the determination of whether the same or a different hierarchical ataxic effect would be observed perrotation as was observed postrotation in the present study.

The comparative findings (between groups) in Experiment B of 1) more delayed recovery of performances in the normal subjects than in the L-D's, and 2) immediate postrotation recovery of Stand E/C performance in the L-D group amidst the generally more delayed recovery of this performance in the normals are findings which may well be more apparent than real inasmuch as the Test Battery (Short Version) apparatus did not permit equating the two groups in their markedly different performance capabilities; i.e., the tasks performed on the 2-1/4" wide rail and the 3/4" wide rail were much more difficult for the L-D's than for the normals. Strict comparisons of groups as unequal in performance capabilities as the present groups would perforce require careful selection of rails of appropriate widths within each group.

To what extent the findings in this investigation reflected subtle, but important, motivational influences is not known, and because results are based on such a small number of individuals, all interpretations must be considered as being highly tentative, and therefore generalization to other populations requires utmost caution.
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APPENDIX A

Test Battery (Short Version)

Apparatus*

Walk H/T and Stand E/O rail: metal construction, 8 feet long, 3/4 inches wide, 1-1/2 inches high above the base (3/4" high and 5" wide), and sand-blasted top surface. (See Figure A 1.)

Stand E/C rail: wood construction, 30 inches long, 2-1/4 inches wide, and one inch above its base (3/4" high and 5" wide) on which it was superimposed (see Figure A 1).

Method

Shoes were not removed for the test series. Testing procedures included a combination of verbal instructions and the following Instruction Sheet, which all subjects were required to read prior to initial testing:

Test Battery (Short Version)

Instruction Sheet

Test Sequence:

a. Walking with eyes open on a 3/4" wide rail
b. Standing with eyes open on a 3/4" wide rail
c. Standing with eyes closed on a 2-1/4" wide rail

Body Position for All Tests:

a. Body erect or nearly erect
b. Arms folded against chest
c. Feet in heel-to-toe position
d. Feet tandemly aligned

Scoring:

a. Walk H/T Test - The first two steps, which are necessary for positioning on the rail, are not scored. A trial begins when the third step is taken.
b. Stand E/O Test - Timing begins as soon as correct position on the rail is assumed.
c. Stand E/C Test - You may take unlimited time for positioning yourself on the rail first with your eyes open. Timing will begin as soon as you close your eyes. Examiner will observe your eyes carefully, so that signalling the examiner is unnecessary.

*A light-weight, foldable, portable metal rail unit (equivalent in all respects) was utilized for the postrotation testing (Figure A 2).
Figure A1
Test Battery (Short Version); A-B) Walking with eyes open on a 3/4-inch wide rail (Walk H/T Test); C) Standing with eyes open on the 3/4-inch wide rail (Stand E/O Test); D-E) Standing with eyes closed on a 2-1/4-inch wide rail (Stand E/C Test).
A-3

Hinge Detail
Figure A2
Portable Metal Rail Unit, Specific to the Test Battery (Short Version)
General:

As there does not appear to be any single "best method," you must develop (rapidly) your own techniques. You may position your head up or down and/or forward or backward; you may lean forward or backward slightly if you do not prefer a perfectly erect position; between trials, alternation of the feet is permissible; you may place more weight on your front foot than on your rear foot or vice versa, or you may distribute your weight equally. However, a stooping position should be avoided.

After the subject read instructions the examiner demonstrated all procedures and answered all questions raised about the performance procedures. Examiner gave two or three demonstrations of walking the 3/4" wide rail, and one or two demonstrations of standing on each of the two rails.* The scoring procedures were as follows:

Scoring Procedures

Walk H/T Test

a. Each correct step is scored as one (step)
b. Maximum trial score equals five (steps)
c. Maximum test score equals fifteen (steps), the sum of the three best trials.

Stand E/O Test

a. Timing, to the nearest second, begins when subject assumes correct and balanced position on the rail, and timing ends at 60 seconds, or when subject violates his position or falls off the rail.
b. Maximum trial score equals 60 (seconds).
c. Maximum test score equals 180 (seconds), the sum of the three best trials.

Stand E/C/ Test

a. Timing begins as soon as positioned subject closes his eyes, and timing ends at 60 seconds or when subject violates his position, or opens his eyes, or falls off the rail.
b. Maximum trial score equals 60 (seconds).
c. Maximum test score equals 180 (seconds), the sum of the three best trials.

*Examiner(s) need to exercise utmost safety precaution against possible injury to subjects from possible inadvertent falling off of rail(s). Note safety feature of testing situation illustrated in A–C of Figure A 1.
As a means of better understanding the role of the vestibular organs in relation to ataxic responses to prolonged rotation, two contrasting groups of subjects were studied: 1) determine quantitatively to what extent two visually-enhanced postural equilibrium test performances of labyrinthine defective subjects (L-D's) on a single axis of rotation (Experiment A), and 2) compare the performances of L-D's with normals in terms of costrotation effects as studied with a new standardized ataxia test battery (Experiment B).

Rotation-induced ataxia was superimposed to an appreciable extent upon the previously present and characteristic vestibular ataxia in the L-D's (Exp. A), and (in Exp. B), upon cessation, there were significant decrements on all Test Battery performances of the normal group, whereas in the L-D group significant decrements were observed only on the two visually-enhanced tests. Other findings, which were considered tentative, are discussed in terms of several unresolved methodological problems in such experiments.
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Postural equilibrium test performances
Effects of prolonged rotation
Tests of vestibular function
Psychomotor functioning
New standardized ataxia test battery
Adaptation to rotation